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Abstract—Rotations of the humerus in the human shoulder

girdle are usually described using five classical medical defini-

tions: flexion/extension, abduction/adduction, internal/external

rotation, horizontal abduction/adduction, and horizontal flex-

ion/extension. The latter two are needed to overcome the

inability of the first three to define the full range of motion. The

International Society for Biomechanics recommendations reduce

these to three sequential rotations around perpendicular axes:

rotation of the plane of elevation (horizontal rotation), elevation,

and axial rotation. We expand on this work by providing a new

and intuitive visualization method to display these rotations

that superimposes the axial rotation on the map projection of

the reachable workspace of the elbow. We provide methods to

interpret and create the visualization using direct observations,

but also the equations and Matlab scripts needed to use the

method. The visualization allows the immediate observation of

the full rotational range of motion of the humerus and the inter-

action effects between these physiologically coupled rotations.

Furthermore, it allows visualization of the effects of kinematic

limitations of external devices such as endpoint manipulators or

exoskeletons. Therefore, the new visualization method is useful

for both clinical diagnostics and device development.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this work we present a novel and intuitive visualization

method for displaying the kinematics of the glenohumeral

(GH) rotations of the human shoulder girdle. The visu-

alization method displays the rotations of the girdle via

superposition of the axial rotation on the map projection of

the reachable workspace of the elbow. An example of the

visualization is given in Fig. 1.

The human shoulder girdle is a complex skeletal structure

with a remarkably large range of motion (ROM). Many have

measured the GH rotations [1]–[3], using a selection of the

five classical movement directions: flexion/extension, abduc-

tion/adduction, internal/external rotation, horizontal abduc-

tion/adduction, and horizontal flexion/extension (see Fig. 2).

These classical movements are conceptually easy to under-
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Fig. 1. Visualization example of the measured rotational range of motion of the right humerus of a single subject. The sphere of the workspace of the
elbow, as defined by the glenohumeral (GH) horizontal and elevation rotations alone, is flattened using the Mollweide map projection. The projection is
viewed from an external observer looking at the subject. The GH axial rotations are shown as arcs at discrete grid-points, with each arc representing the
reachable movement of the forearm with an (imaginary) flexed elbow at 90◦, as seen from the observer when looking through the respective grid point
at the GH rotation center. The shaded background area shows the reachable angles in GH horizontal and elevation rotation. Right: two examples of arm
orientations ( a© and b©) mapped to the corresponding location and orientation the map projection.
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Fig. 2. The five classical definitions of movement directions for three degrees
of freedom of the shoulder: a) flexion/extension, b) abduction/adduction, c)
internal/external rotation, d) horizontal flexion/extension, and e) horizontal
abduction/adduction.

stand, but the inclusion of the latter two is needed to over-

come the inability of the first three to define the full range

of motion. Furthermore, the rotations are defined around an

immovable global joint coordinate system that makes sequen-

tial rotations around multiple of the defined axes prone to

interpretation differences. To solve these problems, the Inter-

national Society for Biomechanics (ISB) recommendations

reduce these five classical rotations to three sequential rota-

tions around perpendicular axes [4]: GH rotation of the plane

of elevation, GH elevation (negative), and GH axial rotation1.

In this paper we will use the ISB definitions but refer to them

as GH horizontal rotation, GH elevation rotation, and GH

axial rotation for brevity and clarity.

Independent of the joint coordinate system used, nearly all

studies that report on the GH ROM give the measurements

for each axis as an independent outcome measure. This ig-

nores the interaction effects between these physiologically

coupled rotations and leads to a reported ROM that is likely

larger than actually achievable. This might especially affect

reporting in clinical diagnostics, which require the ROM to

be measured and represented properly.

External interaction with the shoulder girdle is possible

with a wide variety of devices, from endpoint manipulators

and weight-support devices to exoskeletons and orthotics.

Of these, exoskeletons are often used to directly augment

the three rotations of the GH joint [5]–[8]. Again, com-

mon presentations of human shoulder or exoskeleton shoulder

1As in [4], the methods presented here are valid for the right shoulder
only. Whenever left shoulders are measured, it is recommended to mirror
the raw position data with respect to the sagittal plane. Finally, this paper
focuses on the GH rotations only and ignores any translations of the GH
rotation center.

ROM results are tables or graphs that indicate by numerical

intervals or plotted bars the ROM along the movement direc-

tions [1], [9]–[15], under the assumption that these movement

ranges are decoupled. In [5], [6], [16], [17] a more graphical

approach is taken. They visualized the range of motion by

creating a 3D point cloud around the human body, indicat-

ing the reachable workspace of the human arm. The third

rotation, GH axial rotation, is not represented in these point

clouds. The globe system [18] recognizes that a sphere of

elbow positions around the humeral head is fully defined by

GH horizontal and elevation rotations. It gives the same angle

definitions as the ISB recommendations to decompose arm

rotations onto this sphere. The axial rotation component is

mainly neglected, or drawn on a front or top view of the

sphere. In publication, it presents only single arm configura-

tions using multiple top and side views, and gives therefore

no information about shoulder ROM. All these presentation

methods have in common that they are often hard to interpret

due unintuitive representations or by attempting to show 3D

objects in 2D print.

We have therefore built upon the aforementioned work an

developed a new visualization method to show the complete

shoulder ROM2. Our method uses a single figure to show

complete range of motion in 2D print. With this method we

can inspect functional ROM of patients, compare the human

shoulder ROM to an exoskeleton shoulder ROM, or compare

different exoskeleton shoulders. Furthermore, we will use

this visualization to show kinematic or dynamic properties

of exoskeleton shoulder joints.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Kinematics of the Human Shoulder

To geometrically describe the human shoulder, we use axes

and angles definitions from the ISB [4]. As shown in Fig. 3,

a global coordinate frame is attached to the center of rotation

in the glenohumeral (GH) rotation center of the shoulder. The

global x-axis points in the dorsoventral direction (forward),

the global y-axis points in the anteroposterior direction (up-

ward) and the global z-axis points into the mediolateral di-

rection (outward to the right).

The human shoulder orientation is decomposed around

these axes into Y XY intrinsic Euler angle rotations. These

rotations are stated in the order of most to least dominant

rotation, i.e. a dominant rotation also rotates a less dom-

inant axis. Classically this Y XY decomposition would be

(dominant) Y : horizontal abduction/adduction, X: abduction/

adduction, and (least dominant) Y : internal/external rotation.

The shoulder rotates a person’s upper arm, which makes

the tip of the elbow cover part of the surface of a sphere

(i.e. the ‘elbow-tip sphere’). This sphere can be decomposed

into spherical coordinates: the GH horizontal rotation γh and

GH elevation rotation γe (the first two most dominant Y X

2An animation explaining the method, and Matlab macro code to rep-
resent your design or measurement data with our method can be found at
http://ctw-bw124.ctw.utwente.nl:9988/ShROMVis
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Fig. 3. ISB Axes definitions, x pointing forward, y pointing upward and
z pointing outward. Intuitive ISB angle decomposition from left to right;
Front view: GH elevation rotation first (from pose 0© to 1©, over angle γe).
Top view: rotate horizontally (from pose 1© to 2©, over angle γh). View
perpendicular to the upper arm: finally, rotate axially (from pose 2© to 3©,
over angle γa).

rotations). The third and least dominant upper arm rotation,

GH axial rotation, is described directly by γa, relative to the

horizontal plane. Positive GH elevation rotation is defined

as a clockwise rotation in the rotated elevation plane around

the rotated x-axis. The GH horizontal rotation is defined as

counter-clockwise around the global y-axis, with 0◦ GH hori-

zontal rotation making the GH elevation rotation pure shoul-

der ab-/adduction, and 90◦ GH horizontal rotation making

GH elevation rotation pure shoulder flexion/extension. The

GH axial rotation is defined as being positive in clockwise

direction (i.e. positive for internal/lateral rotation) around the

upper arm vector (not common for right handed coordinate

systems).

This decomposition is intuitively understood when per-

formed by a person in a different order than the geometrical

description, due to the singular nature of the Y XY rotation

order (i.e. the unresolvable ambiguity between horizontal and

axial rotation in some orientations). The decomposition is

shown in Fig. 3 and described as follows:

1) First, a person elevates the arm from the zero-configu-

ration (rotation from orientation 0© to 1© over angle

γe)

2) Secondly, the person performs horizontal rotation (ro-

tation from orientation 1© to 2©, over angle γh).

3) Finally, the person rotates axially (rotation from orien-

tation 2© to 3©, over angle γa.

Our initial- or zero-configuration is defined as the one with

the upper arm pointing vertically down (orientation 0© in

Fig. 3). In the zero-configuration the elbow is touching a

person’s side. For ease of reasoning, and to avoid ambiguity,

we always assume 90◦ elbow flexion.

B. Kinematics of the Exoskeleton Shoulder

For any exoskeleton shoulder we will use the same global

axes as for the human shoulder (Sec. II-A). Generically, a

shoulder exoskeleton is regarded as a series of three sequen-

tial rotations. Although parallel exoskeleton shoulder actu-

TABLE I
JOINT ZERO-CONFIGURATIONS OF EXOSKELETON SHOULDER DESIGNS.
*ROTATED Z , **FIRST AXIS < 45

◦ ROTATED AWAY FROM PRINCIPAL,
BAR IMPLIES NEGATIVE DIRECTION.

Order Name [7], [8]

Y ZY ArmeoPower, ArmeoSpring, ARMIN
(chARMin, I-IV), Dampace, ExoRob,
FREFLEX, IntelliArm, Limpact,
(pneu-)WREX∗, SUEFUL-7

X̄Y Z ABLE, BONES

X̄ZY L-Exos, CADEN-7∗∗, RehabExos∗∗,
Salford ARE(∗)

Y X̄Z MEDARM∗∗, MGA∗∗, MULOS∗

ation do exist [11]. In this work we will compare several

exoskeleton shoulder design configurations conceptually in

Sec. IV.

The order of rotations in the human’s zero configuration

we will call the exoskeleton’s rotation order. If the rotation

order is for instance XY Z, this implies that the first (most

dominant) rotation axis is the global x-axis, the second rota-

tion axis is the global y-axis and the third (least dominant)

rotation axis is the global z-axis. Note that these axes only

coincide with the global axes in the human’s zero orientation,

and the second and third axes will be rotated away from the

principal axes by moving the human arm.

Common rotation orders are the orthogonal designs (a bar

denoting negative direction): Y ZY , X̄Y Z, X̄ZY and Y X̄Z.

Also, several designs place the first rotation axis in none of

the principal directions [10], [19], [20] and do not necessarily

have the same kinematic properties as the four major orders.

A list of several common designs is shown in Table I. Useful

references to these designs can be found in [7] and [8].

III. METHOD

A. Shoulder ROM Projection

We choose the Mollweide (or homolographic) projection

[21] to expand a spherical surface onto a 2D plane. The Moll-

weide projection is preferred to an equirectangular projection

(in which points of GH elevation and GH horizontal rotations

form a rectangular grid), due to the equirectangular projec-

tion’s ambiguity at the poles and the Mollweide projection’s

aesthetic properties.

We place the 90◦ GH elevation rotation and 90◦ GH hor-

izontal rotation in the center of the map, as is shown by a

gray human figurine in the background of the figure holding

its arm in γh = 90◦, γe = 90◦, γa = 0◦ orientation. This

changes the map range from 0◦ to 180◦ in GH elevation rota-

tion and −90◦ to 270◦ in GH horizontal rotation, compared

to conventional world maps in longitude and latitude. The

+270◦ meridian is equivalent to the −90◦ meridian, and is

therefore never used and shown as a dashed line. Equations

to calculate the projection can be found in the Appendix.

In addition, we can also show the complete GH horizontal

and elevation bounds by using a half-transparent shaded area,
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Fig. 4. Measured ROM of the subject compared to specified ROM ADL-
movements as measured in [3].

as is done in Fig. 1 and Fig. 5. This area is most of the

time left out if it is irrelevant, and to limit the amount of

information presented to the reader.

B. Showing Axial Rotations

The GH axial rotation ROM of the shoulder is shown on

the Mollweide-grid on discrete locations. Discrete intervals

are usable since the axial ROM varies rather smoothly over

the complete sphere of GH horizontal and elevation rotation.

The axial ROM is shown as an arc. Counter-clockwise rota-

tion is negative axial rotation (i.e. external rotation), clock-

wise is positive axial rotation (i.e. internal rotation). Notice

the small 0, − and + sign at the 90◦ elevation pose of the

figurine in the background in Fig. 1. In this work we space

these arcs on intervals 30◦ apart in horizontal and elevation

rotation, although greater and smaller intervals are possible.

If only a single axial orientation is shown (instead of a range),

a thicker single line (like a clock hand) is shown, as is done

in Fig. 1 for two example arm orientations.

C. Measurement Method

To measure the ROM of the shoulder we propose the

following method to be performed for reachable chosen grid-

points (a visual representation of the method is given in

Fig. 3). This might not be an optimal way to determine

the shoulder ROM, but we would like to emphasize that the

visualization and not the measurement method is of main

interest in this work. The method used to generate results in

Sec. IV is as follows:

1) The subject is placed in the initial-configuration (γh =
0◦,γe = 0◦,γa = 0◦) with the upper arm pointing

down, and the forearm pointing forward (90◦ elbow

flexion).

2) The subject performs GH elevation rotation (γe) of the

arm, away from the zero-configuration.

3) The subject performs GH horizontal rotation (γh). At

the end of this motion, the forearm should be horizon-

tal.

4) The subject performs GH axial rotation (γh) to the

extremes in both directions. These extremes give the

complete range of axial rotation at this grid-point, and

these have to be recorded.
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Fig. 5. Real movement range of the Dampace [9], including joint limits,
internal collisions and body collisions, compared to the human shoulder
ROM.

The orientation can be recorded and confirmed through a

(digital) goniometer, or through an (inertial) motion tracking

system. If the subject cannot move his or her own arm, a

physician has to perform the aforementioned steps.

To display properties of exoskeleton designs, the same

protocol can be followed.

IV. EXAMPLE CASES

The power of the method is demonstrated by using it for

several examples of different design and presentation goals:

1) showing ROM measurement data of a subject, compared

to an ADL measurement, 2) showing the limited ROM of

an existing exoskeleton design when explained by classical

movement ranges, 3) showing kinematic exoskeleton design

properties in terms of kinematic conditioning, 4) showing the

complexity of the design problem of choosing mechanical

joint limits for exoskeleton design.

The method was used to determine the human ROM (a

healthy male subject, 19 y.o.), shown in Fig. 4. The subject

was measured using a goniometer. Coupling is observed be-

tween the GH horizontal and GH elevation rotation and the

range of GH axial rotation. The ROM is compared to the one

measured in [3] for ADL movements to show that moving

along the classical directions shows a different determined

ROM without coupling effects. It cannot be ruled out that

the different size of ROM is due to the subject(s) or the

method.

We show in Fig. 5 the measured ROM of the passive

Dampace Exoskeleton [9], including the complete GH hori-

zontal and elevation region in the shaded area. We compare

the measured range with the human one, to show how well

the exoskeleton supports the human ROM.

Next, we show the kinematic conditioning of three main

exoskeleton shoulder types Y ZY , X̄Y Z and X̄ZY in Fig. 6.

The exoskeleton conditioning is calculated by taking the ab-

solute determinant of only the square rotation Jacobian of the

system. The conditioning ranges therefore in value from 0 to

1. The figures directly show the benefits of several rotation

orders for a specified task ROM. It also shows that some

rotation orders, such as X̄ZY are better avoided. Therefore

in [10] they actually placed the first axis under a 45◦ angle,

2015 IEEE International Conference on Rehabilitation Robotics (ICORR) 819
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Fig. 6. Illustration of conditioning of three common rotation orders: a)
Y ZY b) X̄Y Z c) X̄ZY . Joint conditioning is shown as a red-to-green
gradient (red = gimbal lock, green = perfect conditioning).

moving the singularity towards higher GH horizontal rotation

angle.

Finally, we use the measurement data to show extreme

choices of mechanically limiting rotations for Y ZY and Y X̄Y

rotation orders (or for inverted versions of the rotation axes).

If the minimal rotation ranges are picked, as in Fig. 7(a), the

design is very safe, but very conservative and unusable. If the

maximal rotation ranges are picked, as in Fig. 7(b), the human

achieves full range of motion, but the exoskeleton cannot be

inherently mechanically safe and needs angle limitations in

software.
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Fig. 7. Implications of choosing mechanical joint limits in exoskeletons.
a) All rotations of the exoskeleton limited to the minimum range b) All
rotations of the exoskeleton limited to the maximum range. Both figures are
only valid for Y ZY or Y X̄Y .

V. DISCUSSION

The visualization method can be used to display a large

variety of useful information about standard human shoulder

ROM, pathological ROM, ADL ROM, assistive device ROM

and mechanical, kinematic or dynamic device properties.

Compared to presentation of classical movement ranges of

the human shoulder in tables, this method does take more

publication space, but gives a more complete picture. The

addition of our method to the globe system [18] is the pos-

sibility to show complete ROM directly, including axial ro-

tation, without using different camera viewpoints. Compared

to plotting 3D points or a surface in a 2D image, our method

is clear and less ambiguous, also directly including GH axial

rotations.

Using our method to display device ROM is useful if its

ROM is compared to the human ROM and show its dynamic

or kinematic properties over the human workspace. For a sep-

arate robotic device the joint limits could already be sufficient

to determine their own complete ROM.

The given examples demonstrate that for a select set of

challenges, the extended effort needed to acquire the full set

of measurements needed for the visualization are worth the

effort in collection.

A minor drawback, due to the ISB decomposition of rota-

tion into three Euler angles, is the representation singularity

in the arm’s zero-configuration. A shoulder flexion to hyper-
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extension motion with the forearm forward would imply an

instantaneous 180◦ jump in GH horizontal (from +90◦ to

−90◦) and GH axial rotation (from +90◦ to −90◦). This

jump in angles is counter-intuitive.

Future work will include simplifying the required data col-

lection, using inertial measurement systems. Measuring more

subjects will help introducing a statistical certainty measure

of the achieved ROM, which can be included in the visual-

ization. Finally, this method will be evaluated with clinicians,

industrial partners to show its usefulness in displaying pro-

gression of shoulder rehabilitation and the benefit of assistive

and rehabilitation devices.

APPENDIX: THE MOLLWEIDE PROJECTION

To preserve scaling in plotting applications, the extremes of

the Mollweide projection (the poles and the lateral ‘sides’) are

mapped onto to the range: y ∈ [0◦, 180◦], x ∈ [−90◦, 270◦).
These four extremes are then mapped to the same points as

for an equirectangular projection. This scaling is preserved

if the following is used to calculate the projected spherical

coordinates γh and γe (given in degrees) onto a 2D plane:

x = R
2
√
2

π
cos(θ)

(γh − 90◦)π

180◦
+ 90◦

y = R
√
2 sin(θ) + 90◦, R =

90◦√
2

with the implicit equation

θ =
π sin(γe − 90◦)− sin(2θ)

2
. (1)

Note in (1) that γe is entered in degrees ([◦]). Care has to

be taken in software applications by possibly converting the

value to radians for a proper sin (·) argument.

Eq. (1) can be solved by Newton-Raphson iteration [21]:

θn+1 = θn − 2θn + sin (2θn)− π sin (γe − 90◦)

2 + 2 cos (2θn)
,

which has to be repeated until convergence and will give a

value in radians.
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